®

Thin Line Retracta-Belt Post
®

10’ Retracta-Belt Post
The classic look for consumer guidance.

Featured Product: Model 390/391
®

The Model 390 Thin Line Retracta-Belt is perfect
to match and upgrade an existing line.
The classic design of a 2” diameter post and a slightly larger 2.5” diameter head
will blend right in with any similar shaped posts. The Model 390 has all of the
standard features you expect in a Retracta-Belt®, including built in sign
attachment, individual part replacement, state of the art rotary brake and a
universal belt clip that works with most other stanchions. We provide you all of
this at a lower cost PLUS the added option of shipping Knocked-Down to save
even more on shipping.
Model #
390PC-BK

Our unique base connection keeps the post straight and even, eliminating the
“drunken soldier” effect others are prone to.

Customize Our Post To Your Exact Needs
Easy to add frames and signage for all budgets
Silk-screened belts for crisp text and simple graphics
Dye-sub belts for custom colored belts and graphics as
wild as your imagination

®

Optional Retracta-Belt Upgrades
Knocked-Down shipping: saves over 50%
on shipping
30 lbs. extra heavy baseweight: ensures stability
Wheels: easy transportation and quicker setups

Features
10’ belt: 43% longer then comparably priced
competitors posts - less posts to buy, ship & store
Patent pending braking system: creates
the safest post on the market
10 year warranty

Post Finishes Available
Smooth
Black
SB

Polished
Chrome
PC

Built-in sign attachment: no costly adapters
Weatherproof option: posts can be modified
for outdoor use
High impact polycarbonate material: greatly
increases durability
Heavy cast iron baseweight: with rubber
floor protectors
Universal belt clip & end: allows integration
with many other manufacturers’ units
All parts easily replaceable

Specs
2” diameter post with 2.5” diameter head
14” diameter baseweight with floor protectors
24 lbs. overall weight
39” overall post height
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